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Search vectors composed primary of Gly, Ala, Arg, and Pro 
residues (GARP) distributed across the entire protein sequence 
retrieve 98% of each of the ribosomal proteins in prokaryotic 
species with no false ³hits². Different combinations of G, A, R 
and P and insertions or deletions differentiate each ribosomal 
protein from all others. Specific combinations of amino acids 
in two sequence positions in perfectly aligned L1 ribosomal 
proteins from 1600 different prokaryotic species in the gene 
bank separate all Gram positive from Gram negative bacteria. 
We are able to identify site mutations that subdivide each 
ribosomal protein ensemble into the individual phylum of 
bacteria. Further subdivision into orders, families, genus, and 
species is trivial. For example, specific residues in three 
positions in the alignment of prokaryotic L1 ribosomal 
proteins isolate 44 L1 proteins from cyanobacteria and 17 L1 
proteins from chloroplasts unequivocally supporting the 
postulated evolution of the latter from the former. While there 
are significant differences between the sequences of the 
ribosomal proteins in different classes and orders of 
prokaryotes, within each order the amino acid sequences have 
remained highly conserved since divergence and speciation. 
We have found that the total GARP content of the ribosomal 
proteins of each class and order is a marker of the order of 
evolution and that the last universal common ancestor 
(LUCA) appears to have been an Actinobacteria. Perfect 
alignment of thousands of members of a protein family is 
essential to determining the molecular level details of its 
evolution, the evolution of protein fold and function and the 
evolution of bacterial species. Three dimensional structural 
information played an essential role in developing a new 
GARP based technique to achieve perfect sequence alignment. 
In retrospect it is possible to understand why GARP residues 
are 100% conserved in specific positions in families of 
proteins present in all species. 
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Studying the structure and function of the ribosome 
increasingly requires integrating complementary tools which 

together provide detailed insights into the mechanism of 
action of this dynamic macromolecular complex. We are 
interested in the function of the molecular machinery that the 
ribosome is when it catalyzes protein synthesis. 
Protein synthesis can be divided in 4 steps – initiation, 
elongation, termination and recycling. The most complex and 
most regulated step is initiation. In prokaryotes it can be 
regulated by structured mRNA through the formation of the 
so-called “pre-initiation” complex. In order to investigate such 
a complex we have used a comprehensive approach with a 
combination of different approaches: biochemistry, modeling, 
sequence analysis and cryo-EM [1]. We did a series of cryo-
electron microscopy snapshots of ribosomal complexes 
directly visualizing either the mRNA structure blocked by 
repressor protein S15 or the unfolded, active mRNA. In the 
stalled state, the folded mRNA prevents the start codon from 
reaching the peptidyl-tRNA (P) site inside the ribosome. We 
have also undertaken the cryo-EM analysis of the translation 
initation complex of the small ribosomal subunit with initiatior 
tRNA and initiation factors IF1 and IF2 that has revealed a 
key cooperativity between IF2 and the tRNA in the 
stabilisation of the initiator tRNA on the 30S subunit [2]. 
Large conformational changes have been observed during the 
transition from the 30S to the assembled 70S ribosome 
[2,3,4,5]. 
During protein synthesis several ribosomes may bind to a 
messenger RNA (mRNA) molecule and thereby parallelize 
protein synthesis by the formation of a large macromolecular 
assembly – polyribosome (polysome). Using cryo electron 
tomography (CET) we reveal the organization of ribosome in 
eukaryotic polysomes [6]. We found out that within a row the 
ribosomes point into the same direction in accordance with the 
path and polarity of the mRNA chain being decoded. Inside 
double-rows, the ribosomes are oriented in an anti-parallel 
manner, consistent with the idea that in eukaryotic polysomes 
the 5’- and 3’-ends of the mRNA are in close proximity. 
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Topoisomerase IV belongs to the type II class of DNA 
topoisomerases, which are responsible for changing and 
stabilizing DNA supercoiling and are also involved in 
chromosome segregation in prokaryotes. Topo IIs are essential 
enzymes for bacterial replication and are targeted by 
antibacterial drugs such as quinolones or diones. They change 
DNA topology by forming a transient covalent cleavage 
complex with a gate-DNA (G-segment) duplex and 
transporting the second duplex (T-segment) though a double-
stranded break in the formed protein-DNA gate. Although the 
biological importance of these enzymes is well known, 
cleavage complex formation and reversal is not fully 
understood for any type II topoisomerase. In order to further 
our understanding of the topo II action, we have solved the 
crystal structures representing sequential states in the 
formation and reversal of a DNA cleavage complex by 
topoisomerase IV from  
S. pneumoniae. A 3.1 Å resolution structure of the complex 
captured by a novel antibacterial dione represents a drug-
arrested form of the cleavage intermediate and reveals two 
drug molecules intercalated at a symmetrically cleaved B-form 
DNA gate and stabilized by drug-specific protein contacts. 
Similar protein/DNA/drug complex formation was observed 
for the 2.9 Å resolution structure of topo 
IV/DNA/levofloxacin solved by us and representing the first 
high-resolution quinolone-stabilized cleavage complex. 
Subsequent dione release allowed us to obtain drug-free 
cleaved and resealed DNA complexes in which the DNA gate, 
in contrast to the previous state, adopts an unusual A/B-form 
helical conformation. It also revealed an important reposition 
of a Mg2+ ion towards scissile phosphodiester group allowing 
its coordination and promoting reversible cleavage by active-
site tyrosines. These are the first structures solved for putative 
reaction intermediates of a type II topoisomerase. They 
indicate how a type II enzyme reseals DNA during its normal 
reaction cycle as well as how the complex is stabilized by 
different antibacterial drugs, which is important for the 
development of new topoisomerase-targeting therapeutics. 
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The maturation of all types of RNA in all domains of life 
includes the posttranscriptional modification of nucleosides. A  
wide variety of rare nucleosides has been identified, among 
them there are 16 different thio-nucleotides including the 4-
thiouridine, the 2-thiouridine and several alkylated derivatives 
of 2-thiouridine. Modified nucleotides have been reported to 
influence vastly different cellular processes. Thiouridines are 
prerequisites to a correct and efficient translation process and 
contribute to the structural stability of the tRNA molecule. 
The modified nucleoside 4-thiouridine (s4U) is ubiquitously 
located at position eight (U8) of eubacterial and archaeal 
tRNAs in the loop region between the acceptor and the D 
stem. s4U does not only stabilize the fold of the tRNA, but 
also plays a central role in bacterial UV protection acting as a 
sensor for near-UV radiation. U8 is post-transcriptionally 
modified by a set of enzymes including the 4-thiouridine 
synthetase ThiI.   
Here we report the crystal structure of ThiI from T. maritima 
in complex with a truncated substrate tRNA. The structure 
demonstrates that ThiI functions only as homo-dimer, since 
the tRNA acceptor stem including the 3’-recognition element 
ACCA is bound by the N-terminal ferredoxin-like and 
THUMP domains of one monomer thereby correctly 
positioning U8 close to the active site in the pyrophosphatase 
domain of the other monomer. The structure also indicates that 
full-length substrate tRNA has to adopt a non-canonical 
conformation upon binding to ThiI. 
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